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描述

与朋友多次就这个话题做过探讨
------

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/all-about-approval-workflows-078c5a89-821f-44a9-9530-40bb34f9f742
Workflows    vs  Business Processes
A sequence of tasks that processes a set of data or finish a task     vs   The workflow, form, collected data, assignees, and all other parts that make a process
flow
Are created by listing out steps and tasks    vs  Must consider a much broader set of actors, data, reports, and business impact
Focuses on moving a task to completion   vs      Focuses on achieving a key business goal
Tactical      vs  Strategic

https://kissflow.com/workflow/workflow-vs-process-whats-difference/

Differences between workflow and processes

We’ve put together a small summary of topics that show some interesting contrasts between workflow and processes. Read on to better understand the
difference between these two concepts:

Process is a sequence of tasks, workflow is a way to make this sequence more productive and efficient
Process is something that exists naturally and flows intuitively. A workflow is analyzed, planned, modeled and automated consciously and with
well-defined purposes
Process is the way a team coordinates and communicates to deliver a result. Workflow is a technology or tool that can help to do achieve this result
in the best way.
Not every process is automated, the goal of workflow software is actually to automate processes
Workflow is a consequence of the existence of processes, so it’s possible for a process to exist without workflow. Conversely a workflow cannot
exist without the corresponding process.
https://www.heflo.com/blog/bpm/workflow-and-processes/
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